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The Politics and Jurisprudence of the Chaudhry Court 2005-2013

Edited by Moeen H. Cheema and Ijaz Shafi Gilani

Former Chief Justice of Pakistan Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry’s tenure, from 2005 to 2013, has been characterized by remarkable developments in constitutional politics and the jurisprudence of the apex court. This was also a period of great controversy and the actions of the Chaudhry Court, polarized the debate on the role of the Supreme Court. Despite the emergence of such vociferous debate, a detailed scrutiny of the Chaudhry Court’s actions has so far been lacking. This volume represents an attempt to fill this gap by closely analysing the jurisprudence of the Supreme Court and reflects on the likely legacy of Chief Justice Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry’s tenure. The contributions to this volume provide an in-depth analysis of the jurisprudence and judicial politics of the court, adding layers of nuance and complexity to the debate on the role of the Supreme Court in Pakistan's constitutional politics.

Moeen Cheema is presently a Lecturer at the Australian National University’s (ANU) College of Law.

Dr Ijaz Shafi Gilani heads Gallup, Pakistan, which specializes in opinion and social science research.


A Rebel and Her Cause
THE LIFE AND WORK OF RASHID JAHAN

Rakhshanda Jalil

Doctor, writer, political activist, and a crusading member of the Communist Party of India (CPI), Rashid Jahan was radical in a way that defied all expectations—from her social class, her comrades, her peers, and colleagues. A trailblazer in feminist writing and progressive thought process, Rashid Jahan set the course of action for future generation of feminists and women in general of the Indian subcontinent. This perceptive account of the pioneering woman offers a warm and informed biography together with fine translations of Rashid Jahan’s best known stories and plays. Through a subtle counterpointing of Rashid Jahan’s political purpose with her literary and professional skills and sensibility, Jalil paints an arresting portrait of a woman deeply and passionately engaged with the great debates of her time: fascism, imperialism, nationalism, socialism, and feminism.

Rakhshanda Jalil is a writer, critic, and literary historian.
Benazir Bhutto
A MULTIDIMENSIONAL PORTRAIT
Anna Suvorova

The book is devoted to the life and work of Pakistani Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto, the first female head of a Muslim state. In the late twentieth century, women leaders came to power in a number of states with predominant Muslim populations. This destroyed the gender stereotype of traditional Muslim society and promoted its modernization and democratization. Benazir Bhutto: A Multidimensional Portrait, makes an all-round study of this phenomenon. The charismatic personality and tragic fate of Benazir Bhutto are narrated against the backdrop of the story of the powerful political Bhutto family, to which Benazir belonged, and contemporary political and social life in Pakistan. The narrative is written in close conjunction with the lives of other well-known South Asian politicians. The book is based on Bhutto’s own books, articles, and speeches—and on the author’s interviews with her close friends and colleagues.

Dr Anna Suvorova is currently Head of the Department of Asian Literatures at the Institute of Oriental Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia.

Muslim Architecture in Pakistan
ASPECTS OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Khurshid Hasan Shaikh

This study, the first of its kind, is based on the author’s own architectural documentation and photography. The historical monuments studied in this book include baolies (step-wells), caravanserais, baradaries, kos minars, bridges, and hammams, which were meant for the welfare and comfort of the public. These were constructed during the Muslim rule in the areas now forming Pakistan. The book is illustrated with photographs and plans of some selected examples of such structures. Khurshid Hasan Shaikh has undertaken the task of documenting and studying such public welfare structures in Pakistan, as owing to the passage of time, vagaries of nature, and continued neglect, all such buildings have suffered. This book highlights the significance of the public welfare aspects of the vanishing architectural heritage of the Muslim era in Pakistan.

Khurshid Hasan Shaikh is associated with the Quaid-i-Azam Mazar Management Board, Karachi, as Honorary Archaeological Advisor.
The Tyranny of Language in Education

THE PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION

REVISED AND EXPANDED EDITION

Zubeida Mustafa

Language is closely linked with a person’s socialization. It is something that develops in a community. The culture, political thought, and sociological dimension of people living in a group have a direct bearing on the language they speak. That is why language is never regarded as something neutral, and the medium of instruction used in school has far-reaching implications.

Can we reform education in Pakistan using any language? No, says the author, who argues her case from a young child’s perspective. Since the first edition of this book, a lot of research has been carried out on this subject. The findings have not changed, but they shed new light on the subject and should certainly create more awareness among educationists and policymakers, as well as parents. The author proposes the roles to be assigned to the mother tongue, the national language, and English, the international language of the day.

Zubeida Mustafa is a seasoned journalist who has written numerous editorials and articles on the social sector.

Power Failure

THE POLITICAL ODYSSEY OF A PAKISTANI WOMAN

Syeda Abida Hussain

The book goes on to discuss the high developmental potential of Pakistan, when it was carved out of India as a separate country at the time of Partition in 1947; the unremitting diminishing progressive curve since the country’s inception; and the consequent rise of militant and extremist groups emerging out of religiosity rather than religion onto its political landscape. As an individual and as a politician, the author often found herself caught up, quite unwittingly, in the vortex of this issue and ensuing events, with her life often under threat, and her career in politics interrupted, even prematurely curtailed. The regressive element in Pakistan have been highlighted.

Reliant on personal notes and diaries and other source material, in this book Syeda Abida Hussain, has recorded events that have resonated with her, and in which she had some part to play. The text has been enhanced by corresponding photographs, both, from her personal and public life.

Syeda Abida Hussain is a politician, agriculturist and diplomat.
Historical Dictionary of the Sufi Culture of Sindh in Pakistan and India

Michel Boivin

This volume proposes a historical survey of Sufism of the Pakistani region of Sindh and beyond. It is inclusive of the coming of the first Sufis in the eighth century up to the present times. Furthermore, it unveils lesser known facts, such as the Sindhi Sufi culture among the Hindus of India and also the diaspora of the subcontinent (both Hindu and Muslim) who have adopted Sufism as a lifestyle. Supplemented by vivid illustrations, the Dictionary intends to provide visual evidence of the diversity of Sufi expressions in the Sindhi context.

Michel Boivin is currently Research Fellow at the Centre for South Asian Studies, CNRS-EHESS, France.

Changing India

A MUSLIM WOMAN SPEAKS

Iqbalunnisa Hussain

One of the pioneering works produced by Indian Muslim women, this book is a collection of essays on a range of social reform topics. The book deals with some of the most significant social ills that plagued Muslims of South Asia in the mid twentieth century. Her most notable preoccupation is with education, particularly that of Muslim girls and women. But she also writes of dowry and beggary in India, the position of women in Islam, the Indian Muslim experience, the status of Indian women, and the Girl Guides movement in India.

Iqbalunnisa Begum is the author of several books, including Changing India: A Muslim Woman Speaks and Purdah and Polygamy: Life in an Indian Muslim Household.
Where Worlds Collide

PAKISTANI FICTION IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM

David Waterman

Pakistan's current generation of English-language novelists, born after the 1971 war and writing in the twenty-first century, must navigate between the ancient cultural history they have inherited and the relative youth of their country as a political construct. In this book, Dr David Waterman explores the works of seven writers of this generation, including both residents of Pakistan and authors from the diaspora, in order to examine the manner in which questions of history, culture, and identity arise from this process.

Dr David Waterman is currently Professor at the University of La Rochelle, France.
اتحاد
سید رفیق حسین

ترنیب و انتخب: آصف فرخی

ایک جوہری سما مجموعہ میں ملکا آرہا افسانہ نہیں، ان کے علاوہ چند غرف میں اوردو
چاہے افسانے نہوں نہدیپ مصنف کے اقتال کے برس کے بعد آہوں نہوں - یہ سید رفیق حسین کا
لہواری ہے نہیں بہت نظر حکم ہوئے کہ ہمیشہ میرے کور بھرا ان کے افسانے کردیں! اوردو کے بشراء افسانے کا
نہ میں میں مکمل طاکنے نے کے لیے کافی ہے - ان کی اپنی روزوگزی آیک افسانے معلم ہوئے
ہے۔ انسول نے ہیں کم کم کا مرہٹ شہری افسانے میں کہا۔ ام پریا کا مطلب کہ مگر جب کہ اوردو کے
ہیں کہ مرہٹ سے ہیں۔ ان انتخب میں ان کے قائم افسانے شالی بھی۔
آصف فرخی اردو کے معرف افسانے کا اوردو زبان۔

اتحاد
جعفر مسعود

ترنیب و انتخب: آصف فرخی

نیز افسانے افسانے کی کہ دیدن میں اپنی مثال آپ ہیں۔ آنجل نے افسانے کی آئی مقدار
اہل خوبصورتی اور لیج اوراد کو اچھا کہ کہ کہ اسی پہلو ہے۔ ان کے افسانے سے
ہیں مکمل معلم ہوئی ہے۔ افسانے کے مضمون بولوں، اسنوں اوردا پاہون، ہمیشہ اوردا کو افسانوں کی الگ
بہرے ہیں کہ ان کے افسانے کی انسانی خصوصیات کی بنی آسمانی کروں کے افسانے گارڈن سے
میں خرید کر آپ نے افسانے کے مضمون کا پہلا مجموعہ سیمیا 1983ء میں لکھتے سے شروع بھو۔
اقدس آپ کا دور اوردا مجموعہ عطر کافور 1990ء میں لکھتے ہیں مجموعہ طاؤس چمک کی سیمیا
ء 1990ء میں شائع بھو ان کا تاریخ تیری مجموعہ لکھتے سے بہ 1996ء میں پہلا کریکر اوردا
کھلا سے شائع بھو۔
آصف فرخی اردو کے معرف افسانے کا اوردو زبان۔
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